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Background and Purpose

In the Spring of 2008, Doug Kelsey, CEO of TransLink’s Rail Division, requested that
TransLink’s on-line advisors be consulted regarding personal security while taking
SkyTrain, what steps they would like to see taken, and how they would react to some
possible new security initiatives.
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Highlights
Feelings of Personal Security When Taking SkyTrain


Overall, the 2,695 SkyTrain riders among the on-line advisors who participated in this survey gave a 6.2 out of 10
score to feelings of personal security when taking SkyTrain. In TransLink’s ongoing customer service research* in
which 8,400 customer are interviewed annually, 7 out of 10 is the rating below which remedial action is recommended.
Although the question is worded slightly differently in the customer service research, “safety from crime” on-board the
trains is rated 7.3 overall. “Safety from crime” inside the stations is rated 7.1 overall.



Surrey residents are significantly more likely to give very poor ratings to feelings of personal security. Female
SkyTrain riders are especially security conscious, being more likely than male riders to feel insecure when taking
SkyTrain and to avoid using the system at night. Female riders are also more likely to support all three programs
being considered to improve security.



The youngest segment of SkyTrain riders, aged 16-24, tend to be less concerned about their personal security on
SkyTrain. These riders are more likely than older riders to believe visibility of SkyTrain personnel has increased in the
past two years and less likely to expect fast emergency response times. Nevertheless, they express stronger support
for armed Transit Police than do riders as a whole.



Infrequent riders, and those who are less aware of security features SkyTrain offers, are more concerned about their
personal security while riding SkyTrain.

_________
*TransLink’s Customer Service research reports are posted at www.translink.bc.ca under customer surveys.
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Highlights
Stations Rated as More Secure/Less Secure


The highest volume stations---Granville, Burrard, Waterfront, and Metrotown—are also rated most secure by SkyTrain
riders.



Surrey Central, followed by New Westminster, Broadway and Main Stations are the four least secure stations, according
to SkyTrain riders. Twice as many riders identify Surrey Central as the station where they feel least personally secure,
as identify New Westminster, second on the list of stations with perceived security problems.



Residents of Surrey/North Delta/White Rock/Langley identify Surrey Central as the station where they feel least
personally secure, followed by King George Station. Similarly, residents of Burnaby/New Westminster are significantly
more likely to identify New Westminster Station as the station where they feel least personally secure.



Regarding the stations where they feel least secure, riders state that both inside the stations and the surrounding
neighbourhoods are equally unsafe, suggesting that this is a larger societal problem.



Surrey/North Delta/White Rock/Langley residents, who are more likely to identify Surrey Central as offering the least
personal security, and Burnaby/New Westminster residents, who are more likely that others to identify New Westminster
Station as least secure, are more likely than other residents to say that they feel equally unsafe outside the station as
they do inside the station.



Contributing most to feelings of station security is the presence of lots of people. Increasing the presence of SkyTrain
staff and reducing the number of loiterers, panhandlers and drug users in and around stations are the most common
suggestions for enhancing security.
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Highlights

Opinions on SkyTrain’s Responsibility for Station and Perimeter Security


Most (92%) riders believe that SkyTrain is primarily responsible for security inside SkyTrain stations.



Fewer than half (48%) assign primary responsibility for security immediately outside the station to SkyTrain; and only
36% believe SkyTrain has primary responsibility for security on public walkways approaching SkyTrain.



Local police and the RCMP are identified by over half (56%) of SkyTrain riders as sharing responsibility for the area
immediately outside the station and public walkways approaching the station. Passengers (41%) were the next largest
group identified as sharing responsibility for security inside the station.



Underground parking (52%) is avoided by more SkyTrain riders at night than is SkyTrain (42%).



SkyTrain has been avoided at some time in the past by the same number of people (42%), as avoid downtown
Vancouver at night (42%) and bank machines at night (42%), suggesting a societal concern with security in a number
of situations.



SkyTrain at night is avoided by significantly more residents of Surrey, Langley, North Delta and White Rock (51%) likely
due to perceptions of insecurity at Surrey Central.



Surrey/North Delta/Langley/White Rock residents (49%) and Burnaby/New West residents (49%) are more likely to
avoid a bank machine at night.



Surrey/North Delta/Langley/White Rock residents (57%) and Burnaby/New West residents (58%) are more likely to
avoid an underground parking lot at night.



The main reasons for avoiding SkyTrain at night are either the presence of people perceived to be unsavoury
(panhandlers, drug users and others) or the absence of people altogether.
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Highlights
Awareness of Security Measures


Unaided awareness of SkyTrain safety measures suggests the need for a communications campaign. About onequarter of riders would like to receive additional information about SkyTrain security by e-mail. Yellow strips in the
trains and emergency phones/intercom are the most commonly known security options, followed by SkyTrain
Attendants/Transit Police.

Staff Availability


The 2,695 SkyTrain riders who completed the survey rated staff availability as ‘poor’ overall, 4.5/10 at the ticket
area and 4.6/10 on the platforms.



About one-half (51%) of riders believe that visibility of SkyTrain staff has remained the same over the past two
years, while 39% believe it has increased and only 10% think it has decreased. A majority of riders would like
SkyTrain employees to be visible at all times and at all stations (57%) and expect response times of less than 3
minutes after an emergency call is made (51%); 81% expect a response within 5 minutes.



The following types of additional personnel are supported equally by a strong majority (64%) of SkyTrain riders:
•
More STAs;
•
More stations services (newsstands, mini-markets) that bring more eyes and ears to the system;
•
A full-time station manager on site.
Fewer riders are in favour of having additional armed Transit Police with a mandate to ticket fare evaders (37%).
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Highlights

Opinions about Media Coverage


The majority of on-line advisors feel that media coverage of SkyTrain incidents is fair (39%) and balanced (36%),
with 10 percent describing it as sensational.

Response to Proposed Security Initiatives


Over two-in-five (44%) of SkyTrain riders strongly support the introduction of "Trained Black Labrador Police
Dogs with trained SkyTrain handlers on-board SkyTrain and on the platform. Through scent, the dogs identify
security threats. This system of dog security is currently in place on the transit systems in Boston and Portland
among other locations."



Another two-in-five (42%) strongly support "a proximity walking program where on request, neighbourhood
volunteers who have been given a security clearance, meet the passenger at the station and walk them home."



Two-in-five (39%) strongly support SkyTrain security whistles issued through community policing stations
throughout Metro Vancouver. This program is currently in effect at the Joyce Collingwood Policing Station.
People blow the whistle if they feel threatened. Community residents know that if they hear the whistle they
should respond."



A majority of riders are interested in participating in either a live (55%) or on-line (63%) chat with the CEO of
SkyTrain. Interest is particularly high among those who feel least secure riding the SkyTrain.
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Next Steps
Based on the survey results, the following initiatives have been implemented:
1.

TransLink has introduced dedicated station attendants at the four SkyTrain stations (Surrey Central, New
Westminster, Broadway and Main) where people have the most security concerns, as well as increasing staff
presence at Metrotown in the evenings whenever possible. 61% of TransLink Listens panelists support
dedicated staff at stations.

2.

TransLink is also in the midst of training bike patrols, testing security dogs, and making use of city police and
RCMP dogs trained in detecting drugs and explosives. If the dogs work out and are accepted by the public,
transit police could develop their own team of security dogs. 44% of panelists strongly support the use of Black
Labrador police dogs with dedicated handlers on SkyTrain.

3.

Translink is continuing to upgrade the lighting in all Expo Line stations, as well as constructing enhancements to
the design and ambience of Broadway and Main Stations.

4.

The conversion to a digital camera system was completed in 2008, and TransLink is continuing to upgrade the
public address system.

5.

SkyTrain will continue its Mystery Shopper program, under which contracted personnel are currently on board
SkyTrain and at the stations to assess service levels and visibility of staff.

6.

All contractors on the SkyTrain system will be clearly identified as SkyTrain contractors.
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Next Steps

7.

In September, 2008, the first of a series of regular webcasts was held with Doug Kelsey, CEO of
TransLink’s Rail Division, and TransLink Listens panelists randomly selected from among the 63% of
panelists in the survey who stated that they were interested in an on-line meeting with the CEO.
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TransLink is about to launch a major campaign to educate riders on security solutions that SkyTrain
already has in place, and what passengers should do to improve their security. 41 percent of panelists
feel that passengers share responsibility for personal security inside the station. Many riders don't know
the difference between the two phones in the station, and that the yellow strip is lower priority in terms of
emergency response than is the button inside the cars to reach SkyTrain.

9.

TransLink will investigate and implement a possible text messaging solution in which riders can register
to send in text messages by cell phone about suspicious activities and general condition of the SkyTrain
system, and also receive text information about SkyTrain. The number one preferred medium for
receiving more information about safety and security is e-mail.

10. TransLink will accelerate the current program to bring in station services (newsstands, mini-markets) on
a commercially viable basis. The research indicates that more station services are equally supported
(64%) as adding more SkyTrain staff (64%) in terms of making riders feel more safe and secure.
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Research Objectives

The primary objectives of this project are to:








Measure how personally secure people feel while taking SkyTrain;
Identify which stations are considered safest and least safe and why;
Understand the relationship of staff visibility to security perceptions;
Measure awareness of security measures that are currently available on SkyTrain;
Evaluate the interest in possible new security initiatives;
Understand the public’s view of media coverage of SkyTrain security issues.
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Research Method



This web survey was deployed on May 16, 2008, to 5,585 GVRD residents who have registered as on-line advisors
in www.translinklistens.bc.ca. A reminder was sent on May 26, 2008.



The consultation finished on May 27, 2008.



48 percent of panelists participated in the consultation by completing a survey and giving us their thoughts. We
heard from 2,695 SkyTrain riders.



Results have been weighted to reflect age and gender according to the most recent Census estimates, and by
main mode within municipality counts provided by TransLink.



Margins or error are not stated for on-line panel surveys as they are based on non-probability samples that may
not be fully representative of the population at large.

______
Footnote: TransLink’s Marketing Research Department has migrated more of its studies to the www.translinklistens.bc.ca web panel, as it enables
people to respond in their own time, and to write their thoughtful comments. Because we recruit panelists from many different sources, results are
very close to what we have seen in other polls. And there are considerable cost savings in conducting consultations through the web panel.
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Detailed Findings

13

Overall Feeling of Personal Security

Q2. Overall, how would you rate your feelings of personal security
when taking SkyTrain? Please use a 10-point scale where 10
means “excellent” and one means “very poor”.
100%

13

80%

54

60%

• Among the 2,695 on-line advisors who ride SkyTrain and
participated in this survey, feelings of personal security
were rated 6.2 out of 10, with one-third giving a “good-toexcellent” (8,9, or 10 out of 10) rating. In TransLink’s
ongoing customer service research (8,400 annual
interviews), 7 out of 10 is the rating below which
remedial action is recommended. Although the question
is worded slightly differently in ongoing customer service
research, “safety from crime” on-board the trains is
rated 7.3 overall. “Safety from crime” inside the stations
is rated 7.1 overall.
• Subgroups more likely to rate their personal security as
good-to-excellent include:

40%

•

Riders aged 16-24 (41% vs. 31% of older riders);

•

Males (36% vs. 30% of females);

•

Riders who use SkyTrain at least a few times a
month (41% vs. 27% of less frequent riders).

20%

33

• The following group is less likely to rate personal security
positively:
•

0%

Good to Excellent (8-10)

(Avg Score)

4-7

Poor to Very Poor (1-3)

Overall rating 6.2 out of 10
Base = 2695

Surrey/North Delta/White Rock/Langley
residents significantly more likely to rate feelings
of personal security riding SkyTrain as very poor
(17% vs. 13%);
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Safest SkyTrain Stations

Q3a. Which two SkyTrain stations would you rate as being the
MOST SAFE in terms of personal security?

45

Waterfront

• The top 4 stations for feeling most safe are
Waterfront (45%), mentioned by almost half of
riders, Burrard (33%), mentioned by one-third,
and then Metrotown (17%) and Granville (15%).

33

Burrard
Metrotown

17

Granville

15

Stadium

11

Broadway

10

Lougheed

10

Brentwood

9

Production Way/University

7

Commercial Drive

5
0

Expo Line

• Note that Granville, Burrard, Waterfront and
Metrotown are also the highest volume SkyTrain
stations.

Millenium Line

20
Base = 2695

40

60%
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Most Common Reasons for Feeling Secure

Q3b.Please describe in detail why you feel that these are the
MOST SAFE stations in terms of personal security.

53

Lots of people around
No unsavoury people*

19

Visible Security

18

• Over half of SkyTrain riders say that the reason
they feel most safe at stations like Waterfront
and Burrard are that there are lots of people
around (53%).

12

Good sight lines
Safe neighbourhood

9

Well lit

8

Familiar with area

8

No reason

8

• About one-in-five riders mention no loiterers,
panhandlers and drug dealers, and an equal
number mention the presence of visible security.

13

Other
0

20

40

60 %

Base = 2695

*Defined as “loiterers, panhandlers, drug users”, etc.
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Verbatim Reasons for Feeling Secure
Waterfront Station:
• “Seems to be the busiest on a more regular basis. Waterfront feels especially safe because of the mall-like atmosphere.”
• “As Waterfront station is a transportation hub, it has a decent diversity of people as well as strong security presence both by the ticket vending machines
and on the platform.”
• “There are almost always people there. Often there is security around the building and there are other businesses that operate in close proximity to the
station, as well as within the same building.”
• “Waterfront Station is usually crowded and there are attendants there quite often. I have never felt threatened there. There are also cleaning people
around, at least during the day.”
• “Less exposed to pedestrian street traffic and tends to be fairly busy, so feels a bit safer.”
• “There are fewer "shady" people around this station. It's more of a business/professional area.”
• “Station has a central platform and is busy with SkyTrain staff often present.”
Burrard Station:
• “Because of the many steps and access to the mall you don't seem to have as many homeless hanging around. It is well lit and always lots of people and
more professional couples. Good access to connections seems to me to make this station more suitable to have to wait at.”
• “At Burrard there always seem to be SkyTrain attendants around on the platform or on the ticket level”
• “Burrard is in a financial area and there are few homeless folks and drug addicts.”
• “It is underground and easily monitored. Also always really busy. Anyone in the station is obviously using the SkyTrain, where other stations have bus
loops and other things attached to the station so you're not quite sure if someone is supposed to be there or not.”
Metrotown Station:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“High visibility, it's open on most sides and there are lots of people in the general area.”
“High traffic, lots of people going through at most times of day.”
“Good security around the station, not just on the platform, but close to the exits/entrances too.”
“Metrotown quite often has transit police making their presence known.”
“Lots of traffic at these stations. Often security is present. Also, there is a 'watchful presence'.”
“Metrotown especially feels safe because it is directly attached to the mall, generating huge amounts of traffic and mall security is often around or close by.
SkyTrain security is also visible a lot of the time”
• “Many people use this station and there are no hidden corners.”
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Least Safe SkyTrain Stations

Q4a. Which two SkyTrain stations would you rate as being
the LEAST SAFE in terms of personal security?
Surrey Central

• About one-third of riders (35%) mention Surrey
Central as the SkyTrain station where they feel
least safe. This is twice as many as identify
New Westminster, second on the list of stations
with perceived security problems.

35
18

New Westminster
Broadway

15

Main Street

15

Metrotown

14
13

King George

Expo Line

• Surrey/North Delta/Langley/White Rock
residents (58%) and Richmond/South Delta
residents (40%) are also significantly more
likely to point to Surrey Central Station as being
least safe in terms of personal security.

Millenium Line

11

29th Avenue
Columbia

9

Scott Road

9
8

Commercial Drive
Nanaimo

7

Joyce/Collingwood

7

Granville
Gateway

7
5

Stadium

5
0

• Riders aged 16-24 are more likely than older
riders to consider Surrey Central among the
least safe stations in terms of personal security
(45% vs. 33%).

20

40

Base = 2695

60 %

• Riders hold conflicting views regarding
Metrotown station---it is #3 station for feeling
most safe, and #5 on the list of feeling least
safe, with a similar proportion (17% compared
to 14%) choosing it as either the most or least
safe station.
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Suggestions for Improving Least Safe Stations

• Two-in-five riders suggest a greater staff or
presence and removing loiterers, panhandlers
and drug dealers would make the stations safer.

Q4b. What specifically do you feel should be done to make
these stations safer?
Greater presence

42

of staff/police
Remove unsavoury

• Surrey/North Delta/Langley/W. Rock residents
(48%) are more likely to ask for more SkyTrain
Attendants and Transit Police as a way to make
stations safer.

38

people*

9

Improve lighting
Have stores within

• Burnaby and New Westminster residents (45%)
are more likely to recommend removal of
loiterers, panhandlers and drug users.

8

stations
Improved/Constant

• Females are more likely than males to suggest
increasing the presence of SkyTrain Attendants
or Transit Police staff as a means of making
stations safer (47% vs. 38%).

8

CCTV
Install turnstiles

7

Improve sight lines

5

Don't know

• Males are more likely to favour the removal of
loiterers, panhandlers and drug users (41% vs.
36% of females)

9

Other

14
0

20

40

Base = 2695

60 %

*Defined as “loiterers, panhandlers, drug users”, etc.
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Verbatim Suggestions for Improving Station
Security
Surrey Central Station:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“More obvious presence of TransLink staff (NOT police or security, necessarily)”
“Surrey Central - more police presence and SkyTrain staff patrolling, especially the area outside the station where the bus loop is.”
“A greater police presence is needed. Perhaps a coffee shop or a sandwich shop or other small commercial businesses)”
“Improve lighting, remove drug dealers or pan handlers, remove loiterers”
“it is the demographic of the area and specific times of the day where I feel less safe then other times. I think turnstiles again would offer
somewhat of a safe 'wait' before boarding a SkyTrain.”
“Encourage people to report the drug deals they observe (?) Maybe hire some plainclothes officers to roam the SkyTrain cars and,
hopefully, pick up some clues with regard to criminal activity.”
“Ensure surrounding area is clean, lit, monitored. Move drug dealers away.”
“Surrey Central should get more lighting more security and something must be done to disperse the groups that occupy the benches down
by the busses.”
“More surveillance cameras coupled with voice recorders and voice activated response to keywords such as a scream for “help”. Multi
directional, high definition cameras, and two-way voice communication, activated immediately a suspected or reported incident occurs.”
“Perhaps classical music would deter seedy types from hanging about; having a "Paid fare" zone after the turnstiles for all connections;
obvious "security cameras" with red light on (whether real or not); a tourist info booth with security office for information,”
“Surrey Central probably needs someone there all the time. The transients and druggies doesn't [help it] to be that safe of a place,
especially when the business crowd has gone home.”

New Westminster Station:
• “More undercover police….”
• “More visible TransLink staff presence (assuming police presence isn't an option); security cameras covering every area, obvious so that
people know they are being watched.”
• “I think it would help to have TransLink personnel stationed on site. The creepiness element is pretty high and I certainly would try to make
it safer to travel at night by improving lighting, installing CCTV surveillance cameras.”
• “Better lit public areas and waiting areas for transfer to buses. More appealing landscaping and appearance of the areas surrounding the
stations. Art to discourage graffiti.”
• “New Westminster scares the life out of me. I caught the SkyTrain there once and will never do it again. Lots of drug addicts and
panhandlers loiter at the bottom of the stairs.”
• “More transit police and turnstiles for fare cheaters.”
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Verbatim Suggestions for Improving Station
Security (Cont’d)

New Westminster Station (Cont’d):
• “For the volume of riders entering and exiting the station there is very little to no visible SkyTrain employee or SkyTrain cops. In most cases
there are more people handing out newspapers then any security patrols”
• “You should have turnstiles as well as live security. There should be no loitering allowed around the stations.”
• “Improve lighting and cleanliness both at the station, but just as important, in the area surrounding it. It doesn't matter how well-lit a station is
if the stairs and entranceway are still a dump. Also, ensure that SkyTrain patrol focus on these areas (or this region) more than others.”
Main Street Station:
• “More security personnel are needed at stations and onboard trains.”
• “Although I appreciate "TransLink security"; as a community I don't think we should be entirely dependent on security and the police. We
should look to communicate and work together cooperatively. Simply having security or police doesn't eliminate the criminal element.”
• “More presence of emergency buttons or other devices that would alert someone that help is needed - big part of not feeling safe is the
closeness to downtown/Eastside and the people that hang out in that vicinity and that is a general social/medical problem”
• “Perhaps more visible security or SkyTrain staff; restricting access with turnstiles or something to that effect.”
• “Seems to always have homeless and drug dealing going on right around the stations.”
• “The surrounding area is a hotspot for drug-related activity. In the end it is not so much that the platforms aren't safe but the area
immediately surrounding the station present safety concerns.”
• “Cameras, more lighting, a coffee shop, a few stores open longer hours or same hours as SkyTrain”
• “I really would like to see SkyTrain stations become small social centres. Having (retail) services like Blenz or Relay or Shoppers Drug Mart
around SkyTrain stops would make it busier and give it a more community-centred feel. The increased number of people milling about would
help make it safer.”
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Safety in Station vs. Neighbourhood

Q4c. Thinking of the two SkyTrain Stations where you feel
least safe, do you feel:
100%

22
80%

•

60%

59

All respondents identified a station where they felt
least safe ‘least safe’. Regarding the stations where
they feel ‘least safe’, 3 of 5 said they felt equally
unsafe in the surrounding neighbourhood, which
indicates the presence of community issues that
contribute to perceptions of insecurity.

40%

20%

18
0%

Safer in the surrounding neighbourhood
Equally unsafe station/neighbourhood
Safer inside the station
Base = 2695
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Visibility of SkyTrain Personnel
Q7a/b. How would you rate the visibility of the SkyTrain
personnel:
100%

31

33
80%

• Few SkyTrain riders rate the visibility of SkyTrain
personnel good-to-excellent, whether at the ticket
machines (8%) or on the platforms (7%).

60%

40%

• The visibility of SkyTrain personnel received poor
ratings overall by the 2,695 SkyTrain riders in the
survey. Visibility of SkyTrain personnel was rated
4.5/10 at the ticket machine area and 4.6/10 on
the platforms.

59

62

8

7

Ticket machine area

On the platforms

(4.5)

(4.6)

• More frequent SkyTrain riders (ride at least a few
times a month) are more likely to rate the visibility
of personnel, on the platforms, more positively.

20%

0%

(Avg Score)

Good to Excellent (8-10)

4-7

Poor to Very Poor (1-3)
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Visibility of SkyTrain Personnel (Cont’d)

Q6. In your opinion, has visibility of SkyTrain personnel
increased, decreased or remained the same over the
past two years?

• Five-in-ten SkyTrain riders feel that visibility of
SkyTrain personnel has remained the same; four-inten think it has increased, and one-in-ten think it has
decreased.
10

• Frequent riders (ride at least a few times a month)
are more likely than less frequent riders to believe the
visibility of SkyTrain personnel has increased (45%
vs. 34%).

39
51

• Burnaby/New Westminster residents (15%) are
significantly more likely to think staff visibility has
decreased.
Base = 2695

Increased

Remained the same

Decreased
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Types of Personnel SkyTrain Riders
Would Like to See Added

Q8.

Which of the following types of personnel would you
like to see more of?

• The following types of additional personnel are
supported equally by a strong majority of
SkyTrain riders:

Uniformed attendants who assist

64

passengers, check fares, provide 1st
aid
More station services (newsstands,

64

mini-markets) that bring more eyes

•

More STAs;

•

More station services (newsstands,
mini-markets) that bring more eyes and
ears to the system;

•

A full-time station manager on site.

and ears

61

Full-time station manager on site
Security personnel who would also give

• Subgroups more likely to approve of armed
Transit Police include:

59

information and check fares

48

Other easily identifiable workers
Transit Police armed with guns/tasers

37

who write tickets for fare evasion
0

20

40

60

80 %

•

Males (44% vs. 30% of females);

•

Younger riders aged 16-24 (47% vs.
35% of 25+ year olds);

•

Riders who feel least secure riding
SkyTrain (47% vs. 29% of riders who
feel most secure).

Among those who believe visibility of
personnel is low (5 or lower) Base = 2122
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Expectations of Personnel Visibility

Q9.

Which of the following statements best describes your
expectations about the visibility of SkyTrain personnel?

SkyTrain employee visible at all times

57

at all stations
Would be satisfied if there's an

27

employee at the station even if
unseen
SkyTrain employee visible at half the
stations
SkyTrain employee visible at less than
half the stations

None of the above

9

4

3

0
20
40
60
80 %
Among those who believe visibility of
personnel is low (5 or lower) Base = 2122

• Close to three-in-five (57%) riders expect to a
SkyTrain employee at all times at all stations.
• Surrey/North Delta/Langley/White Rock riders
are much more likely (66% vs. 57%) to expect
to see a SkyTrain employee visible at all times
and at all stations.
• Females have a higher expectation than males
of having SkyTrain employees visible at all
times and at all stations (60% vs. 53%).
• Riders with the lowest feelings of personal
security while riding SkyTrain are especially
likely to expect personnel to be constantly
visible (83%).
• Older riders, aged 65 and over, are more likely
than those under 65 to be satisfied with
personnel who are present even if unseen (39%
vs. 25%).
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Awareness of Methods for Contacting
SkyTrain Personnel

• Unaided awareness of SkyTrain security
features suggests a need for an awareness
campaign:

Q10a. Please describe all of the SkyTrain safety features you are
aware of which enable you to contact SkyTrain personnel?

37

Yellow strips on trains

•

Close to two-in-five (37%) mentioning
the yellow strips, one in five mentioning
each of the intercom on trains,
emergency phones, and transit staff.

•

Burnaby/New Westminster riders,
followed by Vancouver riders are more
aware of various safety features, as are
higher frequency SkyTrain riders.

22

Emergency phones/intercom on trains
Emergency phones/intercom (location

20

unspecified)

20

TransLink Personnel/Police
Emergency phones/intercom at

16

stations

• Subgroups least likely to be aware of SkyTrain
safety features include:

16

Cameras (general)

8

Secure areas/monitored with cameras

•

Infrequent SkyTrain riders who use the
system only a few times a year (33%
vs. 11% of more frequent riders);

•

Riders aged 45+ (34% vs. 16% of
riders under 45);

•

Riders with the lowest feelings of
personal security while riding SkyTrain
(32% vs. 22% of riders with the most
positive perceptions of personal
security).

5

Cameras at station

10

Other

24

Don't know
0

20

40

Base = 2695

60 %
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Awareness of Other Safety and Security
Options

Q10b. What other SkyTrain safety and security option do you
feel are available to you?

• Subgroups more likely to be aware of any other
safety and security options include:

13

TransLink Personnel/Police

9

Personal cell phone

•

Riders who use SkyTrain at least a few
times a month (47% vs. 28% of less
frequent riders);

•

Younger riders, aged 16-24 (47% vs.
34% of older riders).

6

Cameras (general)

16

Other

64

Don't know

0

20

40

60

80 %

Base = 2695
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Verbatim Comments about Other Safety and
Security Options

• “Passengers have a responsibility to be aware of what is going on around them and to be aware of where the emergency equipment is
located. Passengers can travel with a friend.”
• “A telephone number for GVTA Police, which I keep programmed into my phone and have used several times. Increased visibility of this
number would help people feel safer. There are sometimes attendants at stations.”
• “I don't feel that any SkyTrain safety options are available to me besides relying on myself to be on the lookout for suspicious activity, always
have a cell phone handy and try to avoid travelling alone. I have no faith in any of the current security options in place that are provided by
TransLink.”
• “I don't know anything else besides finding and speaking to a SkyTrain employee.”
• “If a SkyTrain attendant, police officer or security person is around, then that is an option. But, again, there are not enough of them after the
end of the evening rush hour.”
• “My cell phone is a good security option, but it should work in the underground stations downtown.”
• “My own safety precautions, i.e. cell phone and avoiding areas at times and places that I feel uncomfortable in especially if alone.”
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Activities Avoided at Night

Q5a/b. Have you ever avoided going to any of the following
places at night because of personal security concerns?

Underground

• The same size groups of SkyTrain riders
avoid SkyTrain at night (42%)* as avoid bank
machines at night (42%)* and avoid walking in
downtown Vancouver at night (42%)*, suggesting a
society concern with security in a number of
situations. *Note that although some of the same
people fall into all three groups, the three groups are
largely comprised of different SkyTrain riders

52

parking lot

42

Bank machine

• Concerns about security are greater among Burnaby /
New Westminster and Surrey/North Delta/Langley/
White Rock residents:

Walking

42

downtown

• At night, more SkyTrain riders (52%) say they would
avoid underground parking lots than SkyTrain (42%).

Vancouver

Traveling on

42

SkyTrain

0

20

40

60

80

100%

•

(51%) are more likely to avoid travelling on
SkyTrain at night, when compared to the rest
of Metro Vancouver.

•

(49%) are more likely to avoid a bank
machine at night.

•

(57 to 58%) are more likely to avoid an
underground parking lot at night.

Base = 2695
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Concerns About Using SkyTrain at Night

Q5b1. What are your concerns about traveling on SkyTrain at
night?

• The main concern about using SkyTrain at night
is loiterers, panhandlers and drug users,
mentioned by two-in-five of those SkyTrain
riders (44%) who have at some point avoided
taking SkyTrain at night .

44

Unsavoury people*

26

No one else around
No police/security guards

19

Being physically harmed

18

• About one-quarter (26%) of SkyTrain riders who
have avoided SkyTrain at night mentioned the
emptiness of the stations.

11

Being robbed/mugged

• About one-in-five (19%) mention the lack of
police or security and their concern about being
physically harmed.

9

General lack of security

7

Generally feeling unsafe

22

Other
0

20

40

Base = 1074*
*Those who have avoided SkyTrain
at Night

60 %

• Burnaby/New Westminster residents, who are
most aware of safety and security features on
SkyTrain, are also significantly more likely than
others to fear being attacked physically (26%) or
being mugged (18%) if they take SkyTrain at
night.

*Defined as “loiterers, panhandlers, drug users”, etc.
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Verbatim Concerns About Using SkyTrain at
Night

•
•
•
•
•
•

“Being alone in SkyTrain cars and being at the mercy of whoever is on or gets on the SkyTrain.”
“Dealing with delinquents and other dangerous people - in the train car and out.”
“Few people on one of the cars and no way out if something should happen”
“Drunk or harassing people that could approach me when I'm the only one waiting at the station or within a SkyTrain car.”
“I have never seen a SkyTrain Police Officer at night on the SkyTrain. Not after a Canucks game, not after a BC Lions Game - never.”
“I have been spoken to in a direct and sexual manner on the SkyTrain at night. I have been approached by intoxicated individuals on many
occasions. The SkyTrain feels less monitored at night.”
• “Less people/staff to protect me, drug buying/selling, drinking, in general there are far more threatening people on the SkyTrain at night than
during the day. Often homeless are sleeping on the trains. I have experienced all of these at one time or another and will choose not to ride
the SkyTrain alone.”
• “I refuse to take SkyTrain at night - there are not enough personnel and there are a lot of unsavoury characters around.”
• “Lack of on-train staff visibility, fewer people around to help/witness in case of trouble, great likelihood of intoxicated passengers.”
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Concerns About Underground Parking Lots at
Night

Q5a1. What are your concerns about going to an
underground parking lot?

42

No one around
Lots of places to hide

• The main concern about going to an
underground parking lot at night is the absence
of other people, mentioned by 42% of those
who have at some point avoided this situation.

24
24
18
16
11
10
10
7
6
5
13

Poor lighting
Being robbed/mugged
Being physically harmed
No security guards
General lack of security
Unsavoury people*
Being an easy target
Trapped/No exits
Car theft/Vandalism
Other
0

• Female riders are more likely than male riders
to be concerned about being isolated in an
underground lot at night (47% vs. 32%).

%

20

40

60

Base = 1380*
*Those who have avoided an
underground parking lot at night

*Defined as “loiterers, panhandlers, drug users”, etc.
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Verbatim Concerns About
Underground Parking Lots at Night
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“You're isolated with limited means of escape if someone were to attack you.”
“Lack of people around in case of emergency”“
“Vulnerability; if I needed help, who would come to my assistance?”
“Many places to conceal oneself,- no help close at hand”
“No one to hear you scream & no one whose attention you could get.”
“Could be vulnerable to criminals hidden behind or beside cars. Would never walk inside a parking lot alone at night.”
“Too many hiding places and escape route can be easily cut off.”
“Dark, isolated, no people around, no way of escape, hidden areas-unable to see everything that may be going on around me”
“Doesn’t appear to be very much security in them and most times the lighting is extremely poor”
“Hidden spaces, sightlines. I can't see if people are hiding around the corner.”
“Lonely - too easy to be a target - too many places for bad guys to hide”
“The customary lack of visible security people and the low volume of passersby. I feel that I would have very few options for getting help if
needed, especially if a distress station was not available or was out of reach. Cell phones often don't work underground.”
• “You don't know who is in the parking lot, lots of hiding spaces, poorly lit areas”
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Concerns About Using a Bank Machine at
Night

Q5a2. What are your concerns about going to a bank
machine at night?
Being robbed/mugged

57

No one else around

• Bring robbed (57%) is the greatest concern
about going to a bank machine at night among
those who have avoided this situation.

17

Unsavoury people*

11

Being physically harmed

11

Lots of places to hide

10

Can't see behind you

6

Poor lighting

5

Bad neighbourhood

5

• Female riders are more likely than male riders
to worry about getting robbed at a bank
machine at night (60% vs. 51%).

23

Other
0

20

40

60 %

Base = 1190*
*Those who have avoided going to
a bank machine at night
*Defined as “loiterers, panhandlers, drug users”, etc.
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Verbatim Concerns About Using a Bank
Machine at Night

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“It's just not a safe place for women to go to at night. Security cameras are only at the ATM, not outside where they should be as well.”
“I don't go to bank machines at night in case of theft.”
“Even though they have cameras, that does not guarantee your safety. I don't put myself in situations that might be deadly.”
“Being assaulted and robbed”
“Easy target, as it is obvious you will be coming away with money!”
“Being robbed, I always get my money during the day, more people around, more light, just feels safer”
“I feel too exposed to the possibility of being mugged.”
“I don't want to be stuck with a stranger in that little corner of the bank.”
“A bank machine is in a confined space and someone could be waiting outside the door or come inside and I would be trapped.”
“ATMs are usually inside little rooms where other people can have access to you without many other people hearing what is being said.”
“Youth, homeless, and drug users hanging around the door ways and general area”
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Concerns About Walking in Downtown
Vancouver at Night

Q5a3. What are your concerns about walking downtown
Vancouver at night?

• Loiterers, panhandlers and drug users (53%)
are the greatest source of concern when
walking in downtown Vancouver at night,
among those who have avoided this situation.

53
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No one else around
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Poor lighting
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Other
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*Defined as “loiterers, panhandlers, drug users”, etc.
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Verbatim Concerns About Walking in
Downtown Vancouver at Night

• “Aggressive panhandlers and drunks coming from bars”
• “Being accosted by aggressive panhandlers, some of whom are clearly suffering from mental illness and are very unpredictable.”
• “I would never walk downtown in Vancouver alone at night - could easily be robbed or otherwise attacked. There are so many ‘dangerous
looking’ characters around and one hears of so many crimes.”
• “Being mugged, beaten and robbed.”
• “Criminals stalking potential victims at night.”
• “I'm concerned about being assaulted by youth gangs with nothing better to do and junkies in desperate need of their next fix.”
• “There [are] no cameras on the streets seeing what is going on.”
• “Downtown Vancouver seems very frightening to me simply because of the higher rates of vagrancy, drug use, and the number of bars. I am
afraid for my personal security and I don't like being asked for money or even talked to by people whose behaviours I cannot predict”
• “Insufficient police presence to deter drug dealers and panhandlers.”
• “Not being visible to others if something goes wrong -- I am only worried about being on a street that is not well traveled”
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Expected Length of Emergency Response

Q11. If an emergency occurred in which you contacted
SkyTrain, how quickly would you expect a response?
100%

8
11
80%

30
60%

40%

51
20%

• Five-in-ten SkyTrain riders expect a
response in less than 3 minutes when an
emergency occurs, while three-in-ten expect
a response in three to five minutes.
• Younger riders, aged 16-24, are less likely
than older riders to expect an emergency
response time of less than 3 minutes (41%
vs. 52%).
• Riders who feel least personally secure
when riding SkyTrain are more likely to
expect a response within 3 minutes
compared to those who feel most secure
(62% vs. 45%).

0%

Over 10 minutes
5 to 10 minutes
3 to 5 minutes
Less than 3 minutes
Base = 2695
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SkyTrain Responsibility for Passenger Security

Q12a1/b1/c1. Please indicate how much responsibility SkyTrain
has regarding the personal security of passengers:

Inside SkyTrain
Stations

38

54

Immediately
outside Station

31

17

Public walkways
approaching
SkyTrain

12

0

24

20
Totally Responsible

• Nine-in-ten riders feel that SkyTrain is mostly or
totally responsible for security of passengers
inside the station.

92

• Slightly more than one-third feel that SkyTrain
is totally or mostly responsible for security on
public walkways approaching the station.

48

• Surrey/North Delta/White Rock/Langley riders
are significantly more likely than SkyTrain riders
as a whole to feel that SkyTrain has total
responsibility for security inside the stations
(60% vs. 54%).

36

40

• Close to half feel SkyTrain is mostly or totally
responsible for security immediately outside the
station.

60
Mostly Responsible

80

100 %

• Richmond/South Delta residents are more likely
to feel that SkyTrain is at least mostly
responsible for security in the area immediately
outside the stations (57% vs. 48%)

Base = 2695
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Others Responsible for Passenger Security

Q12a2/b2/c2. Who do you feel shares the responsibility?

32

Local Police/RCMP

56
56
41

20
19

Passengers
SkyTrain
Personnel/Police

15
12
10

Local
gov't/municipality

• Local police and the RCMP are identified by
over half (56%) of SkyTrain riders as sharing
responsibility for the area immediately outside
the station and public walkways approaching
the station.
• Passengers (41%) were the next largest group
identified as sharing responsibility for security
inside the station.

26

21

• Burnaby/New West SkyTrain riders are more
likely than others to feel that SkyTrain
personnel and local police share the
responsibility for security on the walkways
approaching the stations (19% vs. 12%).

29
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16
14

Everyone
(general)

2

Local
neighbourhood
Other
0

5
5
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9

Among those who believe other
parties bear some responsibility
Key Mentions only – 5% or greater

12
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40

60

• Inside the station, females are more likely than
males to say that passengers also bear some
responsibility (49% vs. 33%).

80 %

Inside the Station (Base: n=251)
Immediately outside the station (Base: n=1366)
Public walkways (Base: n=1759)
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Verbatim Comments about
Responsibility for Passenger Security
Inside SkyTrain stations:
• “Both myself and the city police and RCMP. You can only do so much. I have to look after myself and the City and RCMP should be checking
SkyTrain as well”
• “I firmly believe the majority of the responsibility for personal safety belongs to the SkyTrain user. Be personally watchful, don't stand in the
shadows, don't loiter, don't show off, arrive in time for your train, arrange for pick-up at your destination, know how to contact police if trouble
occurs. Don't invite trouble, and it won't come to your party”
• “The public - people need to look out for themselves and each other”
• “The police, because [SkyTrain] is a public form of transport”
• “People should maintain their awareness of their surroundings, by not doing things that reduce that awareness (like listening to music with
both headphones on).”
• “SkyTrain is mostly responsible, but each rider can take steps to improve safety as well”
Immediately outside SkyTrain stations:
• “The community, the police and R.C.M.P., blockwatch programs”
• “I feel that each person has responsibility for their own safety. I feel that SkyTrain has responsibility to respond quickly when someone calls
for help.”
• “The city where the station is located should be accountable to keep the area safe.”
• “Once you are off of the SkyTrain owned property, the city is responsible for security, and I would put the responsibility on the police/RCMP.”
• “The passengers themselves. I believe people should be street wise and behave responsible. I also would like to see the community looking
out for itself. VPD is also responsible, as are neighbouring businesses”
• “SkyTrain responsibility ends where SkyTrain and related supporting transit use property end. Local police and customers have
responsibility for personal security in areas outside SkyTrain's responsibility.”
• “City police and city planners who dictate lighting, commercial businesses in the area and other safeguards that would deter the criminal
element.”
• “Directly outside the stations should be well-lit and clean. I believe businesses generally have some responsibility in this regard, and the city
as well.”
• “Everyone is personally accountable for their own safety. City police are accountable outside SkyTrain stations”
• “I am always aware of my personal security and I am watchful, don't use my iPod, keep cell phone ready, when I use SkyTrain at night or
during off peak hours. Also, the municipal police should share responsibility for areas outside of SkyTrain stations.”
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Verbatim Comments about Responsibility for
Passenger Security (Cont’d)

On public walkways approaching SkyTrain stations:
• “We share the responsibility for our own security and staying safe and comfortable as best we can in our surroundings. Of course we also
choose where we travel to and through.”
• “Approaches to SkyTrain stations should be the responsibility of the municipal police force, just as I would expect municipal police to be
responsible for public safety at bus stops.”
• “City or municipalities and their appropriate police forces.”
• “City police - public transit centres are designed to create concentrations of people so TransLink can't be responsible for the behaviour of the
public - that's the job of the police. On the TransLink properties, TransLink does have both jurisdiction and much of the responsibility.”
• “Individuals are ultimately responsible for their own safety, and the cities/province are responsible for providing safe streets and public
spaces. However, Translink does owe a duty of care to its passengers in making sure the public transit system is safe, clean and attractive at
all times, for everyone.”
• “Local police and city, community members including business and block watch who can advise them.”
• “Police are responsible for public security in public places, it's also the duty of every-one to participate in keeping public places safe for
everyone.”
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Support for New Security Programs

• Police dogs* (44%) and neighbourhood volunteers (42%)
were strongly supported by two-in-five riders, while the
Q13a/b/c. How strongly would you support each of the following
programs being considered to improve security:
whistle program would be strongly supported by just under
to two-in-five SkyTrain riders.
100%
14

20

17

80%

60%

50

36

45

• SkyTrain riders more likely to strongly support a police dog
program are those who:
•

Live in Surrey/North Delta/Langley/White Rock
(51%) or Richmond/South Delta (56%);

•

Feel least secure using SkyTrain (57% vs. 37% of
riders who feel the most secure);

•

Use SkyTrain less than once a week (47% vs.
34% of more frequent riders);

•

Avoid using SkyTrain at night (54% vs. 37% of
riders who do not);

•

Are aged 25 and over (47% vs. 27% of riders
aged 16-24);

•

Are Female (49% vs. 40% of males).

40%

20%

44

42

39

0%

Police Dogs

(Avg Score)

Neighbourhood Issuing whistles
Volunteers

(6.5)

(6.7)

Strongly Support (8-10)

4-7

(6.4)

Do not support (1-3)

• Female riders are also more likely than male riders to
strongly support both neighbourhood volunteers (45% vs.
39%) and issuing whistles (43% vs. 35%).
*See Appendix for exact wording within the questionnaire.
(Question #14)
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Base = 2695

Interest in Meeting with CEO of SkyTrain &
WCE
Q15a/b. How much interest would you have in participating in a
chat with the CEO of SkyTrain and West Coast Express?
100%

• Two-thirds of SkyTrain riders are interested in an
on-line meeting with the CEO, and over half are
interested in a live meeting.
• Subgroups more likely to be very interested:

80%

37

44

60%

40%

•

Vancouver residents (32% vs. 26% of
riders as a whole are very interested in a
live meeting);

•

Take SkyTrain at least a few times a
month, both live (38% vs. 19% of less
frequent riders) and on-line (36% vs.
18%).

•

Are Captives, both live (39% vs. 24% of
Choice riders) and on-line (34% vs. 24%).

•

Feel least secure when riding SkyTrain,
both live (34% vs. 28% of those most
secure) and on-line (34% vs. 25%).

•

Are aged 16-24, both live (32% vs. 25%
of older riders) and on-line (33% vs.
24%).

37

29

20%

26

26

0%

Live Meeting

On-Line Meeting

Not Very Interested
Somewhat Interested
Very Interested
Base = 2695

• Those least interested in chats with the CEO
include significantly more Richmond/South Delta
residents (53% vs. 44%).
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Media Sources Used for Coverage of SkyTrain
Issues
Q16. In which one local media source do you most often read, see or hear coverage of SkyTrain issues?

48

Radio (NET)

• Radio (48%) was identified by over twice as many
SkyTrain riders as identify TV (21%) or Newspapers
(20%) as the media source where they read, see or
hear coverage of SkyTrain issues.

14

CKNW AM 980

10

CBC AM

24

Other Radio

21

TV Stations (NET)

• North Shore and Vancouver residents are
significantly more likely to hear SkyTrain coverage
on CBC AM.

15

Global
BCTV

5

Other TV

1

• People who feel least secure riding SkyTrain are
significantly more likely to rely on CKNW AM.

20

Newspapers (NET)
Vancouver Sun

6

The Province

5

24 Hours

5

Other Newspapers

4

Other Media (NET)

1

• Surrey/North Delta/Langley/W. Rock residents are
significantly more likely to rely on 93.7 FM (JR
Country radio).
• Burnaby/New West residents are more likely to
hear SkyTrain news on 99.3 FM radio (The Fox).
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Perceptions of Media Coverage of SkyTrain
Issues

Q17. Thinking of the media you specified, which of the following best describes their coverage of SkyTrain issues?

39

Fair

• Vancouver (20%) and Burnaby/New
West (21%) are significantly more
likely to describe media coverage of
SkyTrain issues as superficial.

36

Balanced

16

Superficial

• North Shore residents are more likely
to consider media coverage of
SkyTrain to be fair.
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In-depth

10

Sensational

8

Negative
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%
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Perceptions of Media Coverage (Cont’d)

Q17. Thinking of the media you specified, which of the following best describes their coverage of SkyTrain issues?

• TV (35%) gets the lowest marks for
fairness but scores highest for
sensational (14%) and
negative(12%).
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Radio (NET) (Base:
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• Newspapers (43%), followed by radio
(40%) were most likely to be
considered fair in their coverage of
SkyTrain issues.
• Radio (37%), followed by TV (36%)
provided the most balanced
coverage.
• “Superficial” was the third largest
descriptor of SkyTrain coverage by
media, with one-in-five riders pointing
to newspapers in this regard.
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Additional Information Needed to Feel Safe

Q18. What additional information do you need so that you can feel as safe as possible when traveling on SkyTrain?

No need for info/Need for

31

improved safety features
Signage/Brochures/Pamphlets

• When asked what additional information
they need, most (40%) said either “none”
or they didn’t know.

6

on existing safety features
Crime stats - which stations

• The second largest group (31%) said
they don’t want information, they want
improved safety features.

5

& what times trouble occurs

23

Other

None/Don't know

40
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80
%
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Verbatim Additional Information Needed

Verbatim
• “I feel pretty safe as it is right now, so I'm not sure I need additional information.”
• “I feel relatively safe on SkyTrain. I think it is a good system and for the ridership, there are very few incidents. I think it would be good to
share "good" information about the system to make SkyTrain something we can all be proud of - facts, not spin!”
• “Publicizing measures in place to aid passenger safety [and] ensuring that security/staff is there - not to "catch" fare evaders - but to make the
experience comfortable and encourage broad ridership”
• “A brochure that explains in detail what kind of "safety" services are available for passengers, especially for those who travel alone.”
• “Advance warnings of day to day events going around the Greater Vancouver area which will help people know what to expect of crowd
because of these events. This will better prepare people for crowded trains at certain hours and a security indicator at each station [showing]
where security [is] on duty.”
• “People should be made aware that they share responsibility for other people's personal safety and that no one should turn a blind eye to
crime on SkyTrain and anyone should be able to ask for help from fellow travelers and receive help. We all share this responsibility and we
cannot put all the responsibility in the hands of the transit authority.”
• “Awareness of what security there is, news bulletins, suggestions for increasing personal safety.’
• “Better signage to inform of security measures and procedures.”
• “Education about how to call for help if I need it. For example, what should I do if someone attacks me while I am waiting for a SkyTrain and
no one is around to call for help? What if someone attacks me while I am riding SkyTrain and I cannot reach the security button?”
• “I need to know that if I raise an alert in the SkyTrain, that someone is going to be able to a) hold the train at the next station until help arrives
and b) ideally that someone is going to meet me at the next station to be able to deal with the issue.”
• “Posted list of Do's and Don'ts in each SkyTrain car, i.e. in reference to how to handle threats, either personal or witnessed, such as noting a
description of aggressors and time of day and location.”
• “Frequently the media focuses on specific incidents; would be good to hear more information about programs being put in place by
TransLink, balanced information”
• “Guarantees about how often a given station is patrolled so that if anything did happen I could know that help would arrive in a decent amount
of time. Knowing that they're regularly checking areas that might be hiding places for attackers (around corners, in elevator alcoves, etc) so
that someone can't become really established there. Seeing transit cops at off hours and knowing they're looking out for problems rather than
just trying to catch fare evaders.”
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Preferred Channels of Information

Q19. How would you like to receive this information?

28

Email
Media/News
(unspecified)

12

Newspaper

9

Advertising in
station/trains/buses

8

TV/TV News

6

Radio

5

• One-quarter of SkyTrain riders would like to receive
additional information about SkyTrain by e-mail
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Don't know
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Most Common Forms of Travel in Metro
Vancouver

D1. How do you most often travel around Metro Vancouver for your most frequent trip?

50

Drive alone
Travel in private vehicle with
another driver

• The distribution of main mode of
transportation among these SkyTrain riders is
very similar to that of Metro Vancouver’s
overall population as measured in
TransLink’s 2004 Trip Diary.
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Frequency of SkyTrain Ridership

Q1. How often do you take SkyTrain?
100%

18

• This survey targeted a broader base of
SkyTrain riders than are reached in
TransLink’s ongoing Customer Service
research.

80%

60%

42

• About 4-in-10 of the on-line panelists in
this survey would qualify for the ongoing
telephone research, as they take SkyTrain
at least once a month.

40%

21

• The remaining 6-in-10 are also familiar
with SkyTrain but take it a few times a year
or less than once a year.

20%

19
0%

Once a week or more

Few times a month

Few times a year

Less than once a year
Base = 2695
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Profile of Security-Concerned SkyTrain Riders

• Relative to other SkyTrain riders, those who are very concerned overall about SkyTrain security
(rating of 1, 2, or 3 out 10) have the following characteristics:
•

They are more likely to be female (58%, compared to 51% of all SkyTrain riders).

•

They tend to be older than the average SkyTrain rider (59% are aged 45 and over, versus
48% of all SkyTrain riders).

•

They are more likely to be residents of Surrey/Delta/Langley (36%, compared to 27% of all
SkyTrain riders).

•

They are somewhat more likely to receive their SkyTrain news over the radio (52%, versus
48% of all SkyTrain riders), particularly from CKNW AM 980 (18% vs. 14%).

•

They are more likely to be Choice riders (92% have access to a car, versus 86% of all
SkyTrain users).

•

They do not ride the SkyTrain very often, being most likely to ride it less than once a year
(35%, compared to 18% of all SkyTrain riders).

•

They are most likely to use private transportation, either driving alone (56%, compared to
50% of all SkyTrain riders), or as a passenger (34% vs. 26%).
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Demographics

This table illustrates the demographic profile of SkyTrain riders who participated in the Safety and Security Perceptions survey
compared to that of Metro Vancouver residents (15+) as a whole and to transit users surveyed in the Bus, SeaBus and SkyTrain
Customer Service Performance Survey.
Metro
Vancouver
15 Years
Or Older*
Base
%

Customer
Service
Performance On-line SkyTrain
Riders
SkyTrain Riders
Q1 2008
May 2008
1003
2695
%
%

Age:
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and older

16
16
20
19
13
15

26
21
17
17
11
7

14
18
20
19
14
15

Gender:
Male
Female

48
52

51
49

49
51

Employment:
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Student
Homemaker
Not employed
Retired
Refused

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
-

52
13
19
2
4
10
1

57
11
9
4
3
15
-

* Source: 2006 Canadian Census.
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Demographics (Cont’d)

%

Customer
Service
Performance
SkyTrain
Riders
Q1 2008
1003
%

27
27
12
10
13
6

29
29
24
3
11
4

Metro
Vancouver
15 Years
Or Older*
Base

Area Of Residence:
Vancouver
Surrey/North Delta/Langley/White Rock
Burnaby/New Westminster
Richmond/South Delta
Northeast
North Shore

SkyTrain
Riders
May 2008
2695
%

30
23
13
13
13
9

* Source: 2006 Canadian Census.
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